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Abstract: The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is nowadays a standard approach in several
application fields. Researches connected with these systems cover several topics and the evolution of
these platforms and their applications are rapidly growing. Despite the high level of automatization
reached nowadays, there is still a phase of the overall UAVs’ photogrammetric pipeline that requires
a high effort in terms of time and resources (i.e., the georeferencing phase). However, thanks to
the availability of survey-grade GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receivers embedded
in the aerial platforms, it is possible to also enhance this phase of the processing by adopting
direct georeferencing approaches (i.e., without using any ground control point and exploiting real
time kinematic (RTK) positioning). This work investigates the possibilities offered by a multirotor
commercial system equipped with a RTK-enabled GNSS receiver, focusing on the accuracy of the
georeferencing phase. Several tests were performed in an ad-hoc case study exploiting different
georeferencing solutions and assessing the 3D positional accuracies, thanks to a network of control
points. The best approaches to be adopted in the field according to accuracy requirements of the final
map products were identified and operational guidelines proposed accordingly.

Keywords: UAVs; SfM; PPK; RTK; NRTK; direct georeferencing

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) represent, nowadays, a consolidated approach in several
application fields. The evolution of these systems and the diffusion of their employment has
followed several subsequent steps, as clearly detailed by Colomina ana Molina in [1], where the
evolution of UAVs in the field of remote sensing and photogrammetry are reported and discussed.
UAV application fields are further specified in [2], where the operational ranges of these platforms
with respect to other geomatics techniques, and depending on the dimension and complexity of the
surveyed area, are detailed and discussed. Nex and Remondino identified six main UAV application
fields (that were addressed by several research groups), namely: agriculture [3–6], forestry [7–10],
archaeology and architecture [11–17], the environment [18–21], emergency management [22–24],
and traffic monitoring [25–28].

The diffusion of UAVs in the aforementioned application domains has boosted the related research
and innovation activities that focused mainly on image georeferencing (given the positional accuracy
requirements) and the automation of the image processing (considering the heterogeneity of end users
skills). It is important to underline that the technological evolution was followed by a reduction of the
purchasing costs, with a consistent expansion of the market and the diffusion of these platforms within
different areas of society [29,30], another factor that has boosted the research actions in this field.
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The main features that determined the success of UAVs, especially in comparison with manned
airborne acquisitions are related to the reduction of flight elevation with obvious implication on the
resolutions (on the other hand the limitations of flight height introduced by many regulations may
be a limiting factor for the extent of the surveyed area), the adoption of different types of sensors
(both image and range-based and sensitive to different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum), and the
reduction of the costs. In general terms, UAVs are more flexible and can easily be deployed in the field,
thus also enabling multitemporal analyses.

As far as the operational limitations are concerned, the main open issues are related to the extent of
the surveyed area (due to the flight autonomy of these platforms as well as BVLOS (Beyond Visual line
of Sight) limitations imposed by national regulations), the weight of the payload of a small-medium
UAV (a critical element that affects the technical features of the installed sensors), and the influence of
weather conditions (especially in terms of wind gusts).

The first two elements considered to define an UAV are the weight and dimension of the platform,
generally used to categorize UAVs and consequently the tasks that they can solve. The weight
parameter is the element used in national and international regulation to define the category in which
a determined UAV can operate. The Italian regulation for the use of UAVs, issued and monitored
from the Italian Civil Aviation Authority (ENAC), presents a specific series of regulations depending
on the MTOW (maximum take-off weight) of the considered platform. This approach has also
been adopted in the European regulation and in other countries as reported in [31]. The different
European member states are adapting their regulations to the new standards issued by EASA
(European Union Aviation Safety Agency); a complete list of the references to actual regulation and
National Aviation Authorities in the different European countries can be found on the EASA website
at [https://www.easa.europa.eu/domains/civil-drones/naa]. For the tests presented in this manuscript,
only platforms with a MTOW under 2 kg were used; the relevant regulations are reported in Section II
of the third edition of the Italian regulation [32].

The physical structure of the platform is used to further classify UAV platforms, namely fixed-wing
and multirotor platforms. This classification is not merely formal, since the choice of the category to be
used highly depends on the application requirements and the environmental conditions. Fixed-wing
solutions allow for larger areas to be covered in a limited amount of time, while multirotor systems are
generally easily deployable in the field (especially in terms of takeoff and landing), more flexible and
maneuverable, and less affected by weather conditions [1].

This manuscript focused on a specific approach (direct georeferencing) to enhance, mainly in terms
of timeliness and positional accuracy, the georeferencing of images acquired by a multi-rotor platform.
Background, context, and details on this specific topic are provided in the following paragraphs.

1.1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Structure from Motion (SfM) Approaches

Image acquisition and UAVs have been strictly connected since the first development of unmanned
aerial platforms. This was demonstrated by the parallel development of COTS (Commercial Off The
Shelf) cameras to be integrated with aerial platforms, enabling the use of high resolution optical
(visible) sensors as UAVs payloads for photogrammetric applications [33]. Due to their technical
features, these kinds of cameras are not always suitable for high accuracy photogrammetric application
and an assessment on their performances and an accurate calibration is generally a crucial step of
the overall photogrammetric processing. The enhancement of automated photogrammetric pipelines
(generally based on Structure from Motion (SfM) approaches) represent, therefore, another crucial step.

Accordingly, in the last years, several studies have focused on the use of UAVs to generate both
3D models and added-value metric products by means of SfM approaches. These have addressed
different aspects (e.g., the optimization of flight planning and image acquisition phases [34,35], the use
of oblique images [36], the optimization of the control points configuration [37–39], the assessment of
geometric accuracy of photogrammetric products [40], and the camera calibration [41,42]).

https://www.easa.europa.eu/domains/civil-drones/naa
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1.2. Georeferencing Issues in UAVs Photogrammetric Pipeline

The photogrammetric process benefitted from a fast process of automatization in the past years,
leading to a reduction in the time needed to complete the process as well as a lower level of human
intervention. Nevertheless, the georeferencing phase is still almost fully manual. Additionally, in the
most updated SfM approaches, this phase is the most time consuming and less automated. The common
approach to carry out the georeferencing phase is referred to as indirect georeferencing and foresees the
use of GCPs (Ground Control Points) and CPs (Check Points) [43]. The most significant disadvantage
of this approach is that GCPs and CPs need to be measured in the field (using traditional topographic
techniques or by means of GNSS receivers) as well as pre-positioned in case natural targets are not
suitable. This step of fieldwork is, for sure, one of the most time consuming and depending on the
accessibility of the area, it may be unfeasible. Moreover, the use of GCPs in the data processing phase
is also time consuming since an operator needs to manually identify the points on the images in order
to link the map coordinates with the image ones [38]. Solutions based on the automatic/semi-automatic
recognition of artificial targets to be used as GCPs already exist: nevertheless, the fieldwork phases of
target positioning and measuring still represent a time-consuming operation.

Different environmental conditions can limit or constrain the positioning and measuring of control
points in the field: the safety of the operators (e.g., in an emergency context or in dangerous areas),
inaccessibility of the surveyed area, or simply limited resources in terms of time, operators, and funds.
The georeferencing of UAV acquired images requires at least the use of four GCPs [37], however,
the use of a higher number of GCPs is generally advised to introduce redundancy and to better estimate
the camera IOP (Interior Orientation Parameters). The number and spatial distribution of GCPs
(to be defined also depending on the extent of the area to be surveyed) is another crucial element to
guarantee a homogenous accuracy of the generated photogrammetric products. Nevertheless, for the
aforementioned environmental reasons, a correct configuration of the network of GCPs cannot always
be achieved and often none or only a limited number of GCPs can be positioned and measured.

To cope with the aforementioned issues, in the last years, several research groups have developed
strategies to optimize the exterior orientation phase. Some authors, like in [44], have focused
on overcoming the use of GCPs using co-registration approaches among multi-temporal datasets;
other contributions [37,38,45] have focused on the optimization of the number and position of GCPs.

More recently, the research has focused on the direct georeferencing approach (that does not
require any GCP and has been commonly used for several years for manned aerial photogrammetric
surveys), which was enabled by the availability of small survey-grade GNSS (Global Navigation
Satellite System) receivers and IMUs (Inertial Measurement Units) that can be embedded on UAVs
and used to track the platform during the flight [46]. Direct georeferencing is very attractive for an
overall optimization of UAV-based photogrammetric survey, however, different issues still remain and
the final accuracy still needs to be carefully assessed, especially for consumer-grade UAV platforms.
An important step for the success of direct georeferencing approaches is related to the calibration and
synchronization of the different sensors installed on board, as reported in [47].

1.3. Interior Orientation Parameters (IOP) Estimation and Its Relation with Georeferencing Approaches

In modern SfM approaches, the phase of IOP estimation is solved during the first image alignment
process (also known as relative orientation) and refined in the BBA (Bundle Block Adjustment) process,
where scene geometry, camera EOP (external orientation parameters), and camera IOP estimation
are solved simultaneously. In the camera calibration step, the camera model is generally based on
the central projection and the modelling of the camera is based on different models such as Brown’s
model [48,49], Fraser’s model [50], or other polynomial models [51]. The IOPs describe the following
parameters: focal length (f ), principal points offset (cx, cy), radial distortion (k1–k4), tangential distortion
(p1–p4) and skew (b1, b2). These parameters are used to model the physical configuration of the different
elements that compose the sensor lens and their definition is crucial to achieving a high geometric
accuracy. Several calibration techniques have been refined and tested, including solutions tailored
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to UAV photogrammetry as reported in [33,47,52]. Three main approaches were considered in the
framework of this research: a laboratory calibration certificate provided by the UAV manufacturer;
the on-the-job self-calibration; and finally the use of a calibration certificate estimated during previous
photogrammetric processing. Camera self-calibration is affected by different factors such as the
geometry of the performed acquisition, the percentage of image overlap, flight altitude changes,
the inclusion of oblique images, and the number and position of GCPs [41,53–55].

As already stressed by the referenced literature and as will be further discussed in this paper,
a correct estimation of IOP is particularly important when adopting direct georeferencing approaches.

1.4. Direct Georeferencing Approaches

Different solutions can be adopted for the georeferencing of UAV imagery without the use of
any GCP (i.e., by means of a direct georeferencing approach). As reported by [55], these approaches
were made possible mainly thanks to the improved quality of the UAVs onboard sensors, namely the
GNSS receiver (low cost high accuracy double frequency and multi-constellation receiver are available
nowadays) and the IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). The integration of these two categories of
sensors allows us to estimate the position and orientation of the platform at the time of the acquisition,
enabling a direct georeferencing approach [56]. IMU measurements are mainly used to estimate the
attitude of the platform during the flight and are integrated in the timestamp file that is then used to
reconstruct camera orientation and offset with respect to the APC (Antenna Phase Center) at the time
of image acquisition.

More specifically, direct georeferencing can be achieved following two main approaches: (i) PPK
(Post-Processed Kinematic) and (ii) RTK (Real-Time Kinematic) or NRTK (Network Real-Time Kinematic).

In the PPK approach, the correction of UAV positions recorded by the GNSS receiver during
the flight and the estimation of the camera positions are carried out after the data acquisition phase.
This solution allows precise ephemeris data to be used in the computations, theoretically achieving
more accurate results.

In the RTK approach, the coordinates measured by the onboard GNSS are corrected with the
information sent by a base station, and the camera positions are estimated in real-time. The GNSS
base station can be a receiver setup in the field or a virtual station created by a network of CORSs
(Continuously Operating Reference Stations), whose corrections are sent via a GNSS Networked
Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol (NTRIP). The latter approach is known as the NRTK solution.
This solution requires a stable radio connection as well as Internet connectivity.

All the above-described approaches allow to reach, in theory, a few centimeters of
positional accuracy of the value added products and several related studies are available in the
literature [37,55,57–63]. Despite the rich and recent available literature, different issues still remain
open, especially when working with commercial and mass-market UAVs systems including a proper
assessment of the claimed positional accuracies. Moreover, other issues related to operational strategies
to be adopted in the field (e.g., flight plan, camera orientation, accuracy assessment of the products,
etc.) need to be further addressed by the research community.

1.5. Aims and Structure of the Research

The research outcomes presented in this manuscript are connected to two previous experiences
of the authors [64,65] that will be briefly reported in the next section, covering different case studies
with both fixed-wing and multi-rotor platforms based on different approaches. To complement the
experience related to these previous works, a specific set of tests was designed to consistently verify:
(i) the positional accuracy of value added products based on images acquired by a commercial platform,
the DJI Phantom 4 RTK; (ii) the different direct georeferencing strategies that can be adopted in the
field; and (iii) the operational guidelines and best practices that can be followed.

The main specifications of the platform with the main features of the test site are provided in
Section 2. Details on the acquisition planning and execution, including the setup of the topographic
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network, the measurement of the control points, and the design of the different flight paths depending
on the adopted direct georeferencing solution are also reported in Section 2. The processing strategies
of the different datasets acquired are also detailed and discussed in the same section, highlighting the
issues faced during this phase and the adopted solutions.

The results of the accuracy assessments performed after the processing phase are shown and
discussed in Section 3.

Finally, final remarks related to the best direct georeferencing strategies and related accuracies are
presented in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preliminary Experiences

With the goal to provide a comprehensive overview of the direct georeferencing topic, it is
considered useful to provide a summary of two previous experiences also related to different categories
of UAV (fixed-wing), other applications (emergency management), and further case studies (details can
be retrieved in the related references).

A specific test was connected to the activities of the task force of Politecnico of Turin after the 2016
earthquake in Central Italy [64]. The aim of this work was to test the PPK capability of a fixed-wing
platform, the eBee plus by SenseFly, in a post-disaster scenario. Indeed, in this specific scenario,
the measurement of control points is particularly complex and the safety of the operators involved in
the field activities must be carefully considered. The tests presented in this research were carried out in
the city of Accumoli (RI), one of the Italian villages severely damaged by the 2016 earthquake. In this
first experience, the direct georeferencing approach was tested by means of two different strategies:
using the raw GNSS observation (without any post processing) acquired during the acquisition and
the post-processed PPK data. Furthermore, different GCPs/CPs configurations were tested for both the
georeferencing strategies: (i) 0 GCPs (direct georeferencing) and 31 CPs, (ii) five GCPs and 26 CPs,
and (iii) 13 GCPs and 18 CPs.

A summary of the results achieved in this research is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Positional accuracy of the different direct georeferencing strategies tested with the eBee Plus at
the site of Accumoli, from [65].

Raw GNSS (m) PPK (m)

Mean StDev RMSE Mean StDev RMSE

DG
0 GCPs
31 CPs

X −1.103 ±0.108 1.108 −0.006 ±0.028 0.029
Y −0.844 ±0.130 0.853 0.014 ±0.014 0.020
Z −3.917 ±0.468 3.945 −0.082 ±0.030 0.087

5 GCPs
26 CPs

X 0.003 ±0.031 0.031 0.002 ±0.026 0.026
Y 0.003 ±0.016 0.017 −0.003 ±0.013 0.013
Z 0.002 ±0.070 0.069 0.008 ±0.025 0.026

13 GCPs
18 CPs

X 0.005 ±0.024 0.025 0.000 ±0.002 0.002
Y 0.000 ±0.012 0.012 0.000 ±0.001 0.001
Z −0.003 ±0.032 0.032 0.000 ±0.003 0.003

The results of this test show that without the use of any ground control points, it is possible to
reach a centimeter level accuracy using a UAV equipped with a high performance GNSS receiver and
adopting a PPK approach (while with raw GNSS measurements without any post processing only
an accuracy of few meters can be achieved). The introduction of a few GCPs is crucial only with raw
GNSS data.

A second preliminary experiment was represented from a series of tests carried out in 2019 on
a cultural heritage asset near Turin (Italy), the Castellazzo of Caluso [65]. In this work, the same
multi-rotor platform used for the test presented in this manuscript was used and the performed
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tests were particularly important to set up the methodology and the tests that are part of the
present investigation.

Two different direct georeferencing strategies were tested, PPK and NRTK, with nadiral images
only. The use of only nadiral images generated some issues in the phase of camera calibration and
different strategies to deal with this issue were proposed, analyzed, and discussed. The main results
for the direct georeferencing approaches reported in this research are detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Positional accuracy of the different direct georeferencing strategies tested with the Phantom 4
RTK in the site of Caluso, from [66].

∆X (m) ∆Y (m) ∆Z (m)

PPK. 0 GCPs, 17 CPs Mean 0.002 −0.006 0.727
StDev ±0.033 ±0.031 ±0.108

PPK. 1 GCPs, 16 CPs Mean −0.003 0.002 −0.023
StDev ±0.017 ±0.019 ±0.031

NRTK. 0 GCPs, 17 CPs Mean 0.054 0.017 −0.068
StDev ±0.063 ±0.035 ±0.039

In both experiments, the accuracy of the different georeferencing strategies was assessed by
analyzing the deviation between the coordinates of the control points measured in the field and the
coordinates of the same points extracted from the photogrammetric processing.

2.2. The Deployed Platform and the Test Site

The COTS. This specific commercial solution was chosen since it is equipped with a multifrequency
and multi-constellation GNSS receiver with RTK capabilities that records raw GNSS observations at a
sampling rate of 5 Hz. Exploiting this observation file and thanks to the IMU, the platform also stores a
text file named timestamp, which contains the information about the camera position and orientation at
the exposure time during the flight. Second, similar to other more expensive platforms of the company,
the Phantom 4 RTK can be directly linked to a GNSS base station for the transmission of real time
differential correction including the DJI D-RTK 2 station, a GNSS base station produced by DJI itself.
The main characteristics of the platform are reported in Table 3, while the main technical features of
the D-RTK 2 base station are reported in Table 4.

Table 3. Main characteristics of the DJI Phantom 4 RTK [67].

Platform main characteristics

Weight 1391 g Diagonal
Distance 350 mm Max Flight Time ≈30 min

Camera main characteristics

Sensor 1′′ CMOS 20 MP Lens Field of
View 84◦ Focal Length 8.8 mm/24 mm 1

Gimbal
stabilization 3-axis (tilt, roll, yaw) Gimbal pitch −90◦ to +30◦

GNSS main characteristics

GNSS
constellation 2

GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo

GNSS
frequency

GPS:L1/L2
GLONASS:L1/L2

Galileo:E1/E5a

Positioning
accuracy

Vertical 1.5 cm +1 ppm;
Horizontal 1 cm +1 ppm

1 35 mm equivalent; 2 Employed constellation are different for Asia region.

Table 4. Main characteristics of the DJI D-RTK 2 [68].

D-RTK 2 Main Characteristics

GNSS frequency

GPS: L1 C/A, L2, L5
BEIDOU: B1, B2, B3
GLONASS: F1, F2

Galileo: E1, E5A, E5B

Positioning Update Rate 1 Hz, 2 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz,
and 20 Hz

Positioning Accuracy
(Single Point)

Horizontal:1.5 m
Vertical:3.0 m Positioning Accuracy (RTK) Horizontal: 1 cm + 1 ppm

Vertical: 2 cm + 1 ppm
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Among the main scientific papers focused on the use of this platform, Ref. [33] compared the
performances of a Phantom 4 Pro and a Phantom 4 RTK; in [68,69], the authors tested different direct
georeferencing strategies for the monitoring of a coastal area; Ref. [70] created a test field with points
of known coordinates to evaluate the accuracy of different GNSS flight modes; and finally, Ref. [63]
evaluated the results achievable with the Phantom 4 RTK in different operative scenarios and by
adopting different direct georeferencing strategies.

In the research presented in this manuscript, some issues that were not tackled or were only
partially addressed in the aforementioned research were considered and analyzed. Specifically,
two approaches have been tested: (i) the PPK approach using a third part GNSS receiver placed on
a point of known coordinates, and (ii) the RTK approach using the DJI antenna D-RTK 2 (DRTK).
Additionally, an overview of all the different direct georeferencing approaches and an evaluation of
their performances covering the same case study are still missing in the literature.

The presented results are related to a series of tests carried out in the area of the Tempio di
Diana that is part of the gardens of the Reggia di Venaria Reale [https://www.lavenaria.it/en], and is
located 25 km north from Turin. The Reggia di Venaria was one of the historical residences of
the Royal House of Savoy and since 1997 has been included on the UNESCO World Heritage List
[https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/].

More specifically, the test site (Figure 1) was located in the western part of the gardens that hosts
the remains of the structure of the Temple of Diana, an XVII century building that was part of the
project of the gardens realized from Amedeo di Castellamonte. The temple was then demolished in
the 18th century due to a change in the esthetics of garden composition [71]. Recently, the area was
part of a project of restoration and valorization that defined its actual conformation. This area was
chosen for two main reasons: first, it encompasses different categories of features that are possible to
find in a real case scenario (both natural and humanmade), and second, it presents various changes
in the elevation component across the area. Both these characteristics are generally not present in a
standard UAV flight area, which usually shows a flat surface and the absence of humanmade features.
The extent of the test area is limited to ~0.5 km2, which is considered an acceptable compromise in
terms of cost–benefit balance in a research context. The size of the area of interest and the time required
to survey it (two batteries are required for each flight test) is comparable to a real case scenario when
using multi-rotor platforms (e.g., survey of a cultural heritage site). Further tests on wider areas using
a fixed-wing RTK UAV platform are already planned.

Before the acquisition phase, it was necessary to setup a network of control points to be used in
the subsequent phases of data processing and positional accuracy assessment. The first step consisted
of the materialization and measurement of two vertices. The vertices were measured through a static
GNSS acquisition (one hour) with two Geomax Zenith 35 GNSS receivers. The observations collected
in the field were then integrated with the data derived from the permanent network of CORSs of the
SPIN3 GNSS [https://www.spingnss.it/spiderweb/frmIndex.aspx], the positioning service of Piemonte,
Lombardia, and Valle d’Aosta regions. The two-vertices network was thus adjusted and the final
accuracy of the 3D coordinates was lower than one centimeter for both points. The network coordinates
and all the following topographic measurements referred to the UTM 32N WGS84 projected coordinate
system. The second operation in the field was the positioning and measuring of a set of 15 artificial
checkboard targets, homogenously distributed across the area. In order to obtain a set of points with
centimetric accuracy, the targets were measured following the traditional side shot approach using a
total station (Leica Viva Multi Station): the coordinates of the points were then calculated with the
Microsurvey StarNet software solution. The position of the two vertices and the distribution of the
targets in the area of the Tempio di Diana is shown in Figure 2.

https://www.lavenaria.it/en
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/
https://www.spingnss.it/spiderweb/frmIndex.aspx
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2.3. Flight Plan and Image Acquisition Strategies

The second step of the fieldwork was the execution of the different flights for the acquisition of
the images to be processed with a SfM approach. The flights were planned and carried out with the
DJI Pilot software, the native DJI application for the Phantom 4 RTK. It is important to underline that
the raw GNSS observations are stored only in automatic flight mode, whereas they are not stored if the
UAV is manually piloted. In order to achieve a complete reconstruction of the area of the Tempio di
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Diana, two different flight plans were designed and carried out for each of the flight strategies that are
described in the following section. The main characteristics of the two flight plans are summarized in
Table 5, while the flight schemes are shown in Figure 3.

Table 5. Main parameters of the flight plans programmed in the area of Tempio di Diana.

ID Altitude Overlap Camera Orientation No. of Images Flight Speed

Flight A (grid) 60 m 75% Front, 70% Lateral Nadiral 136 2.5 m/s
Flight B (double grid) 60 m 80% Front, 75% Lateral 45◦ 229 3 m/sISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 26 
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Figure 3. Flight plans of the flights performed at the Tempio di Diana. Flight A with a nadiral camera
configuration (a) and Flight B with an oblique camera configuration (b).

The expected GSD (ground sampling distance) from the combination of these two flights plans is
about 1.5 cm/pixel.

2.4. Positioning Solutions Adopted during the Flight Tests

The two flight schemes presented in the previous paragraph were performed three times, for a
total of six flights, to exploit the different GNSS positioning solutions for the georeferencing of the
acquired photogrammetric block. A summary of the photogrammetric flights is reported in Table 6.

Table 6. Positioning solution adopted during the different flights performed.

Flight ID 1 Positioning Solution

Flight 1 Standalone (Position acquired only by the onboard GNSS receiver)
Flight 2 NRTK (Position refined in real-time through the correction obtained via NTRIP)

Flight 3 (D)RTK (Position refined thanks to the corrections sent by a GNSS master station in the
field, the D-RTK 2 receiver set on a point of known coordinates in this specific case)

1 Each flight configuration is composed by two different flights: A and B (i.e., nadiral and oblique).

Flight 1 was completed following the most common and consolidated approach for UAV-based
mapping (i.e., the use of the position of the onboard GNSS receiver to geotag in real-time the images at
the acquisition time). Nevertheless, having available an RTK-enabled GNSS receiver, the raw GNSS
data can be further processed by means of a PPK approach.

This solution can generally be post-processed using two different approaches: the use of GPCs and raw
GNSS data or a PPK-based direct georeferencing approach, knowing that a direct georeferencing approach
without any GNSS post-processing would lead to poor positioning accuracies (few meters accuracy).

The acquisition during Flight 2 was carried out with an active connection of the platform to a
network of CORSs, adopting a solution known as NRTK. The UAV is connected to an NTRIP service
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streamed by the radio controller and received through Internet connectivity. This connection ensures
the availability of real-time corrections that allow the platform positioning accuracy to be enhanced,
and consequently the quality in the geotagging of the acquired images. This approach is feasible if
two main requirements are met: first of all, the presence of a network of CORSs covering the area
(including a subscription if required) and the presence of a stable Internet connection.

Finally, Flight 3 was completed using as a positioning solution the DRTK enabled by the DJI GNSS
station. This solution is actually achievable only using the D-RTK 2 GNSS receiver as a base station
(no other receivers could be used at the moment) and can be adopted with two different strategies.
The first strategy requires the D-RTK 2 to be placed on a point of known coordinates in the area of
the survey, while the second one allows the GNSS station to be positioned on any point. The D-RTK
2 streams real-time corrections needed to enhance the UAV positioning accuracy; in general terms,
more accurate results should be achieved if the coordinates of the point on which the station is placed
are known (and set in the flight controller app). The drawback of this strategy is the need for at least
one point of known coordinates in the area of interest. Moreover, the accuracy of the coordinates of
the reference point can directly influence the accuracy of the coordinates stored in the geotag of the
acquired images. For the test presented in this manuscript, the solution that foresees the use of a point
of known coordinates was adopted: the D-RTK GNSS receiver was placed on one of the two reference
network’s vertices.

2.5. IOP Estimation, Camera Calibration, and Ground Control Points (GCPs)

The issues connected with the IOP estimation when adopting direct georeferencing approaches
were tackled following different strategies, also thanks to previous experiences reported in the literature.
As published in [47,72], the absence of GCPs can lead to a weak or wrong IOP estimation during the
self-calibration phase. Possible solutions to solve these issues require the use of a limited number of
GCPs to strengthen both the georeferencing phase and the camera IOP estimation or the exploitation
of an existing calibration certificate.

DJI provides an IOP certificate specific to each Phantom 4 RTK platform: this information is
directly embedded in the EXIF (exchangeable image file format) of each image and includes focal length,
principal point, k1, k2, k3, p1, and p2. However, as reported in a previous paper [65], the certificate
provided by the producer is characterized by some inconsistencies with respect to the IOP estimated
through a self-calibration approach. The outcomes presented in this paper highlight that small changes
in the values of the IOP can highly affect the accuracy of the photogrammetric block orientation when
no GCPs are included in the processing. In the same research, another key element was underlined:
the adoption of oblique images makes the camera self-calibration step more robust (all the more reason,
if only nadiral images are used, where a correct estimation of IOP is crucial).

As far as the case study is concerned, during the processing of the datasets, different approaches
have been tested. The first approach foresees the inclusion in the processing of one or three GCPs,
assessing the impact on both the estimated IOP and the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) on the CPs
used to assess the 3D accuracy of the block orientation. The second approach was based on the use
of a calibration certificate obtained through a self-calibration approach based on the processing of
datasets previously acquired with the same UAVs. Two different set of parameters have been used:
one calculated months before the analyzed dataset ([65], Table 7, second column) and one obtained
through an on-site self-calibration in the same area (Table 7, third column). The pre-calibration provided
by DJI (Table 7, first column) was not used due to the poor results obtained in previous experiences
(as previously mentioned) and other considerations highlighted in [69].
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Table 7. IOP of the Phantom RTK embedded camera (Agisoft Metashape was used for the self-calibration).
Values represented by “/” are negligible.

IOP DJI Pre-Calibration
(Not Used)

PC_1_Caluso
Self-Calibration

PC_1_Error on Estimation
of Parameters

PC_2_Venaria
Self-Calibration

PC_2_Error on Estimation
of Parameters

F [pixel] 3635.190 3620.157 0.35 3627.406 0.048
k1 −0.264 −0.266 / −0.266 /
k2 0.111 0.114 / 0.108 /
k3 −0.038 −0.043 / -0.031 /
k4 0.000 0.008 / 0.000 /

cx [pixel] 2.480 −4.262 0.016 −4.468 0.016
cy [pixel] 9.690 6.526 0.012 6.362 0.03

p1 0.000 −0.001 / −0.001 /
p2 −0.001 0.000 / −0.001 /
b1 0.000 −0.350 / −0.099 /
b2 0.000 0.311 / −0.035 /

2.6. Processing of the Acquired Datasets Following Different Strategies

A first step, preliminary to the processing of the data using direct georeferencing approaches,
consisted of the processing of the three flights (Flights 1, 2, and 3) by adopting standard strategies.
The three flights were processed with the well-known photogrammetric software Agisoft Metashape
(v1.6.2.10247) and this step was crucial to the following phases. In order not to repeat the identification
of the control points in the oriented images, thus adding an uncertainty caused by the operators when
pinpointing (G)CPs, it was decided to follow a different strategy. The points were thus identified in
this preliminary standard processing and their image and map coordinates were exported in a XML
file for all three flights. This file can be imported in other projects containing the same set of images,
allowing us to also obtain the RMSEs of the CPs, thanks to a comparison between the coordinates
measured in the field and the coordinates of the same control points estimated through the direct
georeferencing approach.

2.6.1. Post Processed Kinematik (PPK)

The processing of the data through a PPK method is performed following a two-step approach.
The first step of this approach foresees the post-processing of the raw GNSS observation recorded
and stored during the flight. This step requires the availability of observations acquired from a base
station during the UAVs’ flight and a software solution to perform the processing. Considering that
different data can be used as a base station, several solutions were tested: data acquired in the field
from a third part receiver (Geomax Zenith 35 positioned in one of the reference network vertex);
observations collected from one of the CORSs of the SPINGNSS network; and finally a Virtual RINEX
created in the center of the surveyed area thanks to the service provided from the same virtual network
service. The software solution chosen for the PPK processing is the opensource package RTKLIB
version 2.4.3 [http://www.rtklib.com/]. The processing was performed using the RTKPOST module of
RTKLIB using as input the raw GNSS observations acquired by the base station and the UAV as well
as precise ephemerides downloaded from [https://cddis.nasa.gov/]. For the processing only GPS and
GLONASS constellations were used and the elevation cut off angle was set to 15◦. For all the PPK
tests, the quality of the solution (automatically estimated as standard deviation by the software) was
generally below a half centimeter for the planimetric components and below one centimeter for the
altimetric component.

The second step of this approach consists of the interpolation of the camera positions starting
from the platform positions after the PPK processing in RTKLIB. Crucial for this operation is the
so-called timestamp file, acquired and stored by the Phantom 4 RTK. This file contains the name
of the acquired images, their exposure time, and the offset between the APC and sensor center.
To complete this step, a pre-compiled freely distributed spreadsheet created by the Aerotas Company
[https://www.aerotas.com/] was used. This spreadsheet interpolates the data derived from the RTKLIB
PPK computation at the different timestamps, allowing the camera coordinates to be estimated.

http://www.rtklib.com/
https://cddis.nasa.gov/
https://www.aerotas.com/
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These image coordinates were then imported in the photogrammetric software to perform the image
block orientation.

Several configurations of PPK processing were tested, as reported in Table 8.

Table 8. PPK processing strategies for Flight 1.

ID Flight Plan 1 Flight ID Base
Station

Base Station
Distance

No. of
GCPs

No. of
CPs

Camera
Calibration 2

PPK_1 A + B Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_2 A Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_3 A Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 1 12 SC
PPK_4 A Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 3 10 SC
PPK_5 A + B Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 1 12 SC
PPK_6 A + B Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 3 10 SC
PPK_7 A Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 0 13 PC_1
PPK_8 A Flight 1 V2000 <1 Km 0 13 PC_2
PPK_9 A + B Flight 1 V_RINEX <1 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_10 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈8 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_11 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈28 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_12 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈38 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_13 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈58 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_14 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈68 Km 0 13 SC
PPK_15 A + B Flight 1 CORS ≈80 Km 0 13 SC

1 A refers to nadiral acquisitions, B to oblique ones. 2 SC = Self-Calibration. PC_1 refers to Caluso Calibration and
PC_2 to on-the-job calibration at the surveyed area.

As is possible to see in the table, for Flight 1, both nadiral images alone and nadiral and oblique
images configurations were considered. In the configurations from PPK_1 to PPK_6, three different
georeferencing strategies using a self-calibration approach were implemented and evaluated: the direct
georeferencing approach without the use of GCPs, the direct georeferencing approach aided by one
GCP, and the direct georeferencing approach aided by three GCPs (these last two cases can be referred
to as mixed approaches).

The PPK_7 and PPK_8 configuration exploit the possibility of using an a priori estimated set of
IOP derived by previously achieved self-calibration; the idea behind these tests was to enhance the
direct georeferencing of the image block using a calibration certificate instead of one or more GCPs.

Several tests were also conducted using different data sources as the base station.
Configurations from PPK_1 to PPK_8 used the data acquired in the field by a third part GNNS
receiver (Geomax Zenith 35, positioned on the reference network vertex V2000) during the UAV flights.
Configuration PPK_9 was processed using the data of a Virtual RINEX created ad-hoc (through the
service of the SPINGNSS network) in the center of the area imaged during the flights. Finally,
the configurations from PPK_10 to PPK_15 were adopted to assess the use of CORS observations,
depending on the distance between the surveyed area and the CORS location.

2.6.2. Real Time Kinematik (RTK): Network Real Time Kinematik (NRTK) and DJI-Real Time
Kinematik (DRTK)

In general terms, RTK approaches are more straightforward when compared with PPK,
mainly because the camera positions are already computed with a higher accuracy during the flight,
thanks to the corrections provided by a reference station. The Phantom 4 RTK also takes into account
the offsets between APC and camera center during the acquisition phase and the geotagged coordinates
are already corrected accordingly. Two different RTK approaches were tested: NRTK and DRTK.

For the NRTK approach, the SPIN3 GNSS network service was used by means of a connection
between the UAV platform and the radio controller (an internet connection is also required). A virtual
reference station was automatically created from the DJI application in the proximity of the area
of interest.
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For the DRTK approach, the corrections were provided by the D-RTK 2 GNSS receiver that was
placed on a reference network vertex whose coordinates were previously measured with traditional
topographic techniques. The coordinates of the vertex were then set in the DJI Pilot app. The geotag of
the acquired images were then directly corrected in the field thanks to the corrections provided by the
D-RTK2 station. The processing of the RTK data collected during Flight 2 and Flight 3 was carried out
following different strategies, as reported in Table 9.

Table 9. RTK processing strategies for Flight 2 (NRTK) and Flight 3 (DRTK).

ID Flight Plan 1 Flight ID No. of GCPs No. of CPs Camera Calibration 2

NRTK_1 A + B Flight 2 0 13 SC
NRTK_2 A Flight 2 0 13 SC
NRTK_3 A + B Flight 2 1 12 SC
NRTK_4 A Flight 2 1 12 SC
NRTK_5 A + B Flight 2 3 10 SC
NRTK_6 A Flight 2 3 10 SC
DRTK_1 A + B Flight 3 0 13 SC
DRTK_2 A Flight 3 0 13 SC
DRTK_3 A + B Flight 3 1 12 SC
DRTK_4 A Flight 3 1 12 SC
DRTK_5 A + B Flight 3 3 10 SC
DRTK_6 A Flight 3 3 10 SC

1 A refers to nadiral acquisitions, B to oblique ones. 2 SC refers to Self-Calibration.

As for the PPK as well as for all the RTK data, both nadiral images alone and nadiral and
oblique image configurations were considered. Furthermore, also for this approach, the strategy of
enhancing the direct georeferencing with one or more GCPs was tested and analyzed. Finally, only the
self-calibration approach for the IOP estimation was adopted. This decision was made based on the
results of the tests carried out in a previous work [65] and confirmed by the results of the PPK approach
(also to limit the number of tables and graphs of the manuscript).

3. Results

In this section, the results obtained exploiting the different configurations for the direct
georeferencing of the photogrammetric block will be reported. The main parameter considered
to assess the accuracy of the different solutions is the RMSE on the control points used as CPs in the
photogrammetric processing.

RMSeX =

√∑n
i=1 ∆xi2

n
RMSey =

√∑n
i=1 ∆yi2

n
RMSez =

√∑n
i=1 ∆zi2

n
(1)

RMSeTOT =
√

RMSex2 + RMSey2 + RMSez2 (2)

where ∆xi, ∆yi, and ∆zi are the differences between the measured 3D coordinates and the coordinates
calculated through the photogrammetric approach and n is the number of GCPs or CPs considered.

The RMSE allowed us to identify which configurations produced the best results in terms of
positional accuracy, investigating possible bias in the x, y, and z components, and can be used to assess
the nominal map scale of the added-value photogrammetric products (e.g., orthoimagery).

3.1. PPK

The results of the PPK approach will be described in two separated blocks: (i) from PPK_1 to PPK_9
where the base station used for the PPK processing is located in the surveyed area (both physically or
virtually), and (ii) from PPK_10 to PPK_15 where the data derived from CORSs located at different
distances from the area were used as the base station. In Table 10, the RMSE on CPs is shown
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for the different configurations: the error for x, y, and z components as well as the total error
(see aforementioned formulas) are reported. In Figure 4, the RMSETOT on CPs is represented for PPK_1,
PPK_3, PPK_6, and PPK_9. PPK2 (direct georeferencing is not included in Figure 4 since the related
RMSETOT value is characterized by a different order of magnitude, i.e., >3 m).

Table 10. PPK approach. RMSE on CPs for configuration from PPK_1 to PPK_9.

ID Flight Plan 1 RMSEE X(m) RMSE Y (m) RMSE Z (m) RMSE TOT (m) No. of GCPs No. of CPs Camera Calibration 2

PPK_1 A + B 0.012 0.009 0.028 0.032 0 13 SC
PPK_2 A 0.319 0.296 2.988 3.019 0 13 SC
PPK_3 A 0.197 0.169 0.280 0.382 1 12 SC
PPK_4 A 0.012 0.009 0.142 0.143 3 10 SC
PPK_5 A + B 0.006 0.009 0.032 0.034 1 12 SC
PPK_6 A + B 0.007 0.009 0.019 0.022 3 10 SC
PPK_7 A 0.114 0.113 0.117 0.199 0 13 PC_1
PPK_8 A 0.081 0.076 0.118 0.162 0 13 PC_2
PPK_9 A + B 0.012 0.014 0.025 0.031 0 13 SC

1 A refers to nadiral acquisitions, B to oblique ones. 2 SC refers to Self-Calibration. PC_1 refers to Caluso Calibration
and PC_2 to on the job calibration at Venaria.
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Figure 4. RMSETOT on CPs for different PPK configurations (PPK_1, PPK_3, PPK_6, and PPK_9).

The last column of the table reports the strategy adopted for the IOP estimation: for the major part
of the solutions, self-calibration was chosen while PPK_7 and PPK_8 were processed using two different
calibration certificates. For PPK_7, self-calibration obtained some months before the acquisition in the
same area was used. This self-calibration was obtained using only nadiral images, 11 GCPs, and a
flight height of 40 m (the specifications of this calibration are reported in [66]). For PPK_8, a different
strategy was tested, employing an on-the job calibration based on both nadiral and oblique acquisitions
of Flight 1, but for the photogrammetric processing, only nadiral acquisition was used since it was the
most challenging configuration for a direct georeferencing approach.

All the different configurations were processed using as the base station the data derived from the
Geomax receiver placed on V2000, except for PPK_9, which used as the base station an ad hoc created
Virtual RINEX.

Observing the RMSE for the configuration from PPK_1 to PPK_6, it can be underlined that the
integration of oblique images plays a crucial role in obtaining a lower RMSE on CPs, allowing centimeter
accuracies to be achieved without any GCPs. In general terms, it is clear, as expected, that the use of a
dataset composed only of nadiral images can encounter some issues during the processing, with the
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accuracies in the range of meters. As a matter of fact, the use of only nadiral images without adopting
any GCPs can lead to a weak geometry of the acquisition for IOP estimation with an inaccurate
estimation of the camera calibration parameters, especially for the focal length component, leading to a
bias in the z component of the CP RMSE.

The first solution adopted to reduce the impact of this element foresee the use of GCPs following
two different strategies: a single GCP placed in the center of the area or three GCPs (one in the center
and two at the borders of the area). The impact of this solution is clearly shown in PPK_3 and PPK_4
where only nadiral images were used. The use of one GCP in PPK_3 improved the RMSE from around
3 m to 0.3 m, while using three GCPs, as in PPK_4, it is possible to further improve the RMSE to 0.15 m.

The impact of GCPs is less evident when oblique images are integrated with nadiral images
during the processing, as expected. One GCP alone, like in the PPK_5 configuration, has no impact
in the RMSE on CPs, while using three GCPs led to a slight reduction of the error of the RMSE to
0.02 m (PPK_6).

The main cause of the issue underlined for the first PPK configurations examined was thus
connected with the IOP estimation, as reported in Table 11. If we compare the parameters estimated
for PPK_1 with the ones estimated for the nadiral flights (PPK_2, PPK_3, and PPK_4), it is possible to
notice how the focal length f is the most variable parameters in these tests. The use of one or three
GCPs produced results similar to the IOP estimation based on the integration of oblique images and
comparable with both self-calibration PC_1 and PC_2, as reported in Table 7. On the other hand, the no
GCP and nadiral only configuration resulted in one that estimated the focal length parameter with the
worst accuracy. The fact that the three GCP configuration was less accurate when compared with the
one GCP could be caused by the flight configuration and the distribution of the selected GCPs across
the scene.

Table 11. IOP estimated through the self-calibration approach for different PPK configurations.

IOP PPK_1 PPK_2 (no GCPs) PPK_3 (1 GCP) PPK_4 (3 GCPs)

f 3627.483 3417.831 3609.374 3592.392
k1 −0.266 −0.233 −0.261 −0.260
k2 0.108 0.084 0.105 0.104
k3 −0.031 −0.021 −0.030 −0.029
k4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
cx −4.449 −12.515 −11.837 −11.893
cy 6.310 3.260 4.827 4.694
p1 −0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
p2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
b1 −0.110 0.029 0.070 0.065
b2 −0.035 0.299 0.346 0.329

Another strategy that can be adopted to deal with the issues caused using only nadiral images
is the one that uses a calibration certificate already available. Two different tests were performed:
PPK_7 and PPK_8. For PPK_7, the use of a calibration certificate obtained during a previous experience
at the Castellazzo di Caluso (PC_1) allowed us to reduce the RMSETOT of the nadiral only dataset
without GCPs from 3 m (PPK_2) to 0.2 m.

In the case of PPK_8, the calibration certificate PC_2 was obtained adopting an on-the-job
self-calibration at Venaria. Despite this calibration being calculated using both nadiral and oblique
images, the accuracy for PPK_8 was only slightly better than PPK_7 (0.16 m for PPK_8 and 0.2 m for
PPK_7). The results of these two configurations demonstrate once again how crucial the phase of camera
calibration is and how oblique images can positively impact this phase of photogrammetric processing.

Finally, PPK_9, which was processed integrating nadiral and oblique images and using a Virtual
RINEX as the base station, was characterized by an RMSETOT equal to the one of PPK_1 that was
processed with the data retrieved from the Geomax Zenith 35 as the base station. This result
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demonstrates that using a Virtual RINEX (extrapolated from the data of different CORSs), it is possible
to achieve the same level of accuracy of a configuration exploiting a GNSS receiver in the field. If a
reliable network of permanent GNSS stations is available, it is therefore possible to skip the positioning
of a GNSS master station in the field, speeding up the acquisition phase and without the need to use
an additional GNSS receiver.

The second block of results is reported in Table 12, related to the configurations (from PPK_10
to PPK_15) where the base station used for PPK computation was derived from the CORSs of SPIN3
GNSS. The idea behind these tests was to evaluate how the distance between the CORS and the
surveyed area can affect the positional accuracy of the photogrammetric block orientation. The selected
CORS are characterized by a distance from the test area in the range from 8 km to 80 km.

Table 12. PPK approach. RMSE on CPs for configuration from PPK_10 to PPK_15.

ID Flight Plan 1 RMSE X (m) RMSE Y (m) RMSE Z (m) RMSE TOT (m) Base Station Base Station Distance

PPK_10 A + B 0.010 0.026 0.021 0.035 CORS_TORINO ≈8 Km
PPK_11 A + B 0.017 0.012 0.032 0.038 CORS_CUORGNE’ ≈28 Km

PPK_12 A + B 0.023 0.025 0.079 0.086 CORS
CRESCENTINO ≈38 Km

PPK_13 A + B 0.015 0.012 0.097 0.098 CORS_BIELLA ≈58 Km
PPK_14 A + B 0.013 0.020 0.156 0.158 CORS_CANELLI ≈68 Km
PPK_15 A + B 0.029 0.023 0.184 0.188 CORS_ALESSANDRIA ≈80 Km

1 A refers to the nadiral acquisition, B to the oblique.

For the accuracy assessment of these configurations, the same number of CPs (13) was used.
In Figure 5, the RMSE on CPs was sorted with respect to the distance from the site, from the closest
to the farthest CORS. As expected, the distance from the acquisition area directly impacted the
RMSE value, especially in the elevation component. It has to be highlighted that the accuracy of the
planimetric component was a few centimeters, even up to 80 km, from the area of the acquisition,
while good accuracy for the altimetric component could be achieved in the range of 30 km. It is crucial,
however, to analyze these results taking the nominal map scale of the survey into account. For example,
the accuracy of PPK_15 (around 0.2 m) can still be sufficient to guarantee a nominal map scale of 1:1000,
even with a CORS distance of about 80 km.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 26 
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Figure 5. RMSETOT of CPs for configuration from PPK_10 to PPK_15.

3.2. NRTK

The RMSE for the NRTK configuration is shown in Table 13. Six different solutions were tested,
depending on the type of images acquired in the field (nadiral and oblique) and the number of GCPs
used for the block orientation (0, 1, and 3). For all solutions, a self-calibration approach was adopted.
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Table 13. (N)RTK approach. RMSE on CPs for configuration from NRTK_1 to NRTK_6.

ID Flight Plan 1 RMSE X (m) RMSE Y (m) RMSE Z (m) RMSE TOT (m) No. of GCPs No. of CPs

NRTK_1 A + B 0.011 0.009 0.040 0.042 0 13
NRTK_2 A 0.026 0.016 0.418 0.419 0 13
NRTK_3 A + B 0.014 0.010 0.034 0.038 1 12
NRTK_4 A 0.020 0.012 0.021 0.031 1 12
NRTK_5 A + B 0.007 0.008 0.029 0.031 3 10
NRTK_6 A 0.016 0.010 0.022 0.029 3 10

1 a refers to nadiral acquisitions, b to oblique ones.

The RMSETOT on CPs for different NRTK configurations (NRTK_1, NRTK_2 and NRTK_5) is
shown in Figure 6.ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 26 
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Figure 6. RMSETOT of CPs for different NRTK configurations (NRTK_1, NRTK_2, and NRTK_5).

All six configurations were characterized by a low RMSE on the CPs: the only exception was
represented by the NRTK_2 configuration, which only used nadiral images and was processed without
any GCPs. This configuration led to a RMSE of 0.42 m, with a clear bias in the z component. As for
the PPK processing, this error was related to the wrong estimation of the IOP. It is worth mentioning
that the use of one single GCP is sufficient to reduce the RMSE to 0.03 m as demonstrated by the
results of the NRTK_4 test. The use of more than one GCP did not impact the accuracy of the block
orientation significantly. Compared to the PPK processing, the impact of oblique images was less
significant, as confirmed also in [65]. The NRTK nadiral only dataset performed better than the PPK
nadiral only dataset. This is probably related to a better estimation of the camera positions during the
flight: nevertheless, further tests are required to investigate this hypothesis.

This behavior was also confirmed by the DRTK tests and can be related to the changing of
environmental conditions during the acquisition of the three datasets. Flight 1 was performed with
homogenous lighting of the scene due to the presence of cloud, while for Flights 2 and 3, the light
conditions were more unstable. Moreover, Flights 2 and 3 were also influenced by the presence of
wind gusts. These two environmental factors affected the quality of the acquired images and thus the
phases of image matching and feature extractions, especially for oblique images.

3.3. DRTK

For the processing of the different DRTK solutions (from DRTK_1 to DRTK_6), we adopted the
same strategy already used for the NRTK approach. The different DRTK processing strategies are
summarized in Table 14.
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Table 14. DRTK approach. RMSE on CPs for configuration from NRTK_1 to NRTK_6.

ID Flight Plan 1 RMSE X (m) RMSE Y (m) RMSE Z (m) RMSE TOT (m) No. of GCPs No. of CPs

DRTK_1 A + B 0.027 0.037 0.049 0.067 0 13
DRTK_2 A 0.030 0.036 0.446 0.449 0 13
DRTK_3 A + B 0.022 0.032 0.045 0.060 1 12
DRTK_4 A 0.032 0.035 0.033 0.057 1 12
DRTK_5 A + B 0.038 0.023 0.050 0.066 3 10
DRTK_6 A 0.021 0.025 0.024 0.040 3 10

1 A refers to the nadiral acquisition, B to the oblique.

The RMSETOT on CPs for different DRTK configurations (DRTK_1, DRTK_2 and DRTK_5) is
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. RMSETOT of CPs for different DRTK configurations (DRTK_1, DRTK_2, and DRTK_5).

The RMSE of the DRTK approach was comparable (slightly higher) with the NRTK results and
is affected by the same bias. Additionally, in this case, the configuration with only nadiral images
and without GCPs (DRTK_2) was the one affected by the higher RMSE value, while all the other
configurations presented similar errors. No significant differences can be reported between the use of
one or more GCPs. For the reasons already reported in the previous section, the impact of oblique
images was also limited in this case.

A summary of the results achieved adopting the different direct georeferencing solutions is
reported in Table 15 as well as the best solution that combines direct georeferencing and the use of a
few GCPs (PPK 6).

Table 15. Summary of the results of the different direct georeferencing approaches tested and the best
mixed solution (one GCP only).

ID Georef. Approach Flight Plan RMSE TOT on CPs No. of GCPs/CPs

PPK_1 Direct Georef. Nadiral + Oblique 0.032 0/13
PPK_2 Direct Georef. Nadiral 3.019 0/13
PPK_9 Direct Georef. Nadiral + Oblique 0.031 0/13
PPK_10 Direct Georef. Nadiral + Oblique 0.035 0/13
NRTK_1 Direct Georef. Nadiral + Oblique 0.042 0/13
NRTK_2 Direct Georef. Nadiral 0.419 0/13
DRTK_1 Direct Georef. Nadiral + Oblique 0.067 0/13
DRTK_2 Direct Georef. Nadiral 0.449 0/13
PPK_6 Direct Georef. + GCPs Nadiral + Oblique 0.022 3/10

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The results reported in the previous sections demonstrates that the 3D positional accuracy of UAV
photogrammetric models generated by means of a direct georeferencing approach is below 5 cm when
the flight and acquisition parameters meet specific criteria. More specifically, the best-case scenario
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was characterized by a 3D accuracy of 3 cm, fitting the Italian mapping standard of a 1:100 nominal
map scale (i.e., very large map scale mapping). This is also in line with the accuracy stated by DJI for
the multirotor platform Phantom 4 RTK, which was used for the tests presented in this manuscript
(i.e., an horizontal accuracy of the generated photogrammetric models of 5 cm at 100 m flight height and
with good illumination conditions). Nevertheless, to adopt the best solution for a direct georeferencing
approach, specific guidelines need to be followed. The analysis of the results presented in the previous
sections allowed the authors to develop and propose specific best practices for UAV-based 3D mapping
with a direct georeferencing approach. As far as the flight planning is concerned, the inclusion of
oblique images is strongly recommended since it strengthens the acquisition geometry enhancing the
IOP estimation. All tests clearly demonstrated that the use of nadiral images only led to bias in the
RMSE on the elevation component during the block orientation phase. When oblique images are not
available, this issue can be mitigated using a single GCP; this approach has been tested with artificial
targets, however, it can also be pursued using natural features whose coordinates can be extracted
from already available orthoimagery (with suitable accuracy) covering the area of interest. Otherwise,
an a priori camera calibration can also be exploited, leading to slightly lower accuracies.

In general terms, the PPK approach led to the best 3D accuracy of the block orientation phase
without the use of GCPs. The effectiveness of this approach was tested by adopting different types of
GNSS base stations. All GNSS observations acquired in the field, data derived from CORSs, and virtual
GNSS stations were proven to be feasible solutions. The possibility of using data derived from a
permanent network of geodetic stations enables a faster acquisition in the field as well as lower
requirements in terms of instrumentation to be deployed. It has to be highlighted that the use of
a Virtual RINEX leads to the same accuracy of a PPK approach based on a GNSS master station
positioned in the field. If a virtual reference station service is not available, observation from a single
CORS can also be employed, but, depending on the positional accuracies requirements, the distance
between the station and the site must be carefully considered. For large map scale mapping purposes,
we strongly suggest using a CORS station in the range of 30 km from the surveyed area.

As far as the RTK solution is concerned, the approaches presented in this manuscript were based
on two different strategies: a NRTK solution and a RTK one, both leading to slightly lower accuracy
when compared with PPK (but still better than 0.07 m). Nevertheless, RTK solutions positively impact
the timeliness of both data acquisition and data processing phases.

The NRTK requires the availability of a network of CORSs and a NTRIP service: a stable mobile
network is therefore needed to receive the RTK corrections in real time. When one or more of these
conditions cannot be fulfilled, it is possible to adopt a RTK approach. The DJI solution called DRTK
was tested by using the D-RTK 2 GNSS receiver set on a point of known coordinates, allowing us to
reach a higher accuracy with respect to the positioning on an unknown point.

The aforementioned best practices are summarized in the flowchart shown in Figure 8, based also
on a cost–benefit analysis. In the lower part of the image, some categorizations of the different
approaches based on different elements are also reported.

The first element that needs to be considered is the actual need of a RTK approach, which should
take several factors into account, mainly in terms of environmental conditions of the area (accessibility,
safety of the operators), available resources (human and economic), time constraints and, obviously,
3D mapping accuracy requirements.

A crucial role in the choice of the solution to be adopted is also played by the experience of the
operator. The PPK approach requires a specific expertise in processing the GNSS raw observations
(no specific user-friendly processing software is currently available). NRTK requires the lowest effort
from the operator perspective as well as in terms of instruments to be deployed in the field. The (D)RTK
implies additional efforts (positioning of a GNSS master station) during acquisition in the field, while its
processing is faster than PPK.
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According to the presented results, it is possible to outline further research topics related to direct
georeferencing that could be investigated in the near future. General automatization of the process,
ranging from the acquisition phase to the data processing, is still needed and the amount of expertise
required to adopt these approaches is still high. Different strategies can be followed to further optimize
both the acquisition and processing phase. Camera calibration also plays a crucial role in the phase
of EO (Exterior Orientation) and the accuracy of the solution that adopts a pre-calibrated IOP is still
under evaluation and needs further testing.

An additional assessment of the accuracy of direct georeferencing could be based on the assessment
of the positional accuracy of camera positions in addition to the accuracy on CP (e.g., tracking the UAVs
trajectory by traditional topographic techniques and a prism mounted on the platform, as proposed
in [73]. The platform tracking would also allow the actual flight path to be checked with respect to the
designed flight plan, which could be a critical issue in areas with obstacles and occlusions.
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